
"The Sestina"

Directions:
1. Read the characteristics and the examples of the sestina.
2. Create your own sestina.
3. Your poem will be evaluated with regard to: format, thoughtfulness,

and creativity.

Characteristics:
1. Seven stanzas:

• Six unrhymed sestets (six line stanzas)
• A closing tercet (three line stanza)

2. The last six words (not lines) in the first stanza repeat in the
following stanzas in a specific order.

3. The tercet uses all six words

Example #1:

"Walking to School" by Julia Chiapella

The walk to school began the same. a
The air was crisp, somewhere burned a fire. b
She listened to the tap, tap, tap of her shoes, c
the very same shoes worn by her mother d
when she was a child and she walked to school e
from the very same place, the very same house, f

Now the girl glances back at the house f
and in her eyes it doesn�t look the same. a
It�s so much smaller than her grand old school. e
What if the place were consumed by fire? b
She wonders and thinks of the face of her mother. d
Still she�d have the shoes. c

Tap, tap, tap on the walk go the shoes, c
moving away from the well-known house f
and farther away from the arms of her mother d
who  somehow was different, did not seem the same. a
Lately the child saw some kind of fire b
burn there in her eyes as she left for school. e

She soon arrived at the ancient old school e
where everyone always had to wear shoes, c
and one boy�s high tops had flames of fire b



that licked bright red at the side of a house. f
Nobody else had shoes quite the same, a
She remembered again, and thought of her mother. d

She wondered just what kind of mother d
this woman turned in to when she was at school. e
Was she somebody different? Was she ever the same? a
Did she dream of a time when she wore the shoes? c
Maybe she walked away from the house f
and looked back in wonder and saw it on fire b

and brighter and brighter grew the flames of the fire. b
They sparked and flickered in the eyes of her mother d
as she watched the bright glow surround the old house. f
And the child thought all of this while she was in school e
wearing the well worn familiar old shoes c
knowing that nothing could be the same. a

She thought of the fire as she sat there in school be
And the mother who gave her the lovely shoes dc
Though she knew her house would never be the same. fa

Example #2:

"Down at the River" by Julia Chiapella

�Come on, come on!� said the girl to her friend
�Let�s meet tonight down at the river.
We�ll dance and sing beneath the moon
and pledge to each other our loyalty.�
The friend agreed despite her fears
but carried with her an old brown purse.

It was big and trusty, this old brown purse
And she took it with her to meet her friend.
The wind was still. Water calmed their fears
Water flowed beneath the river,
as they pledged to each other their loyalty.
underneath the orb of the moon.

Her friend pointed skyward, �Look at that moon!�
She hugged close the trusty old purse,



thought what it meant, this loyalty.
Here was someone beside her, a true and strong friend
by the banks of the rolling, rumbling river;
a friend who would stay and quiet her fears.

Then a noise in the night sharply heightened their fears
and brought them together under the moon
to hold fast each other by the bank of the river,
clutching between them the old faded purse
and knowing that night they both had a friend,
though this may test their avowed loyalty

Soon thoughts left their heads of this new loyalty
replaced by nothing but bold dreads and fears.
They clung to each other, sister and friend,
their features clear terror in the bright of the moon,
So with fingers trembling she opened the purse
as a shape emerged away down the river.

All was silent now save the flow of the river.
This must be a test to their new loyalty.
She stood her ground and reached in the purse,
though her heart beat hard with the depth of her fears,
Then watched wide-eyed by the pale crisp moon
as the shape moved away from the girl and her friend.

This night by the river their hearts full of fears
could have stripped their loyalty beneath the bright moon
if not for an old purse and the worth of a friend.

• Hints:
1. Begin by choosing a concept and six non-rhyming words
2. Then copy lines two and four into the next stanza as lines one and

three.
3. As with the villanelle, vary the lines that are repeated.

• Possible Topics:
1. a literary character
2. a photo
3. a dramatic scene
4. a life-changing experience
5. a conversation


